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Abstract: Supervised learning (SL) techniques have been applied successfully in training specialized 
models in scenarios where large amounts of good-quality labeled data are available. But, at the same 
time, SL is considered a bottleneck for building more intelligent models capable of acquiring new 
skills. The reason is that labeled data are not available for all tasks, and they can be costly to obtain in 
some fields. Besides, the representations learned by SL approaches are limited to the features that 
are specialized for solving a particular supervised task. In contrast, self-supervised learning (SSL) is a 
representation learning paradigm that learns rich representation without the need for labeled data. 
SSL enables artificial intelligent systems to learn from orders of magnitude more data, which is the key 
to obtaining rich representations, through adopting pseudo-labels instead of labeled data. The learned 
representations can be then used for several downstream tasks. SSL has had great success in 
advancing the field of natural language processing. Recently, with the advent of new techniques, it 
has been demonstrated that SSL can excel at computer vision tasks in complex, real-world settings,  
yielding high accuracy on a diverse set of vision tasks [1-2]. In this talk, I will give an overview of SSL 
approaches for learning visual representation. In particular, I will present details of a recent highly 
cited approach “Emerging Properties in Self-supervised Vision Transformers” [3] which combines the 
knowledge distillation approach with vision transformers with the least supervision in comparison with 
prior works. This method outperforms many other state-of-the-art methods, including supervised 
methods, in transfer learning. Additionally, it provides interpretable features, suggesting that the 
representation learned by this model is capable of a higher level of vision task understanding. 
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